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James Harrison 1816-1893

James Harrison was born in 1816 in Bonhill, in Dunbartonshire, Scotland, the son of William Harrison, 
a salmon fisherman, and Margaret McGregor. The family moved to Glasgow where James was 
apprenticed to a printer. He took evening classes for the sons of artisans and tradesmen at Anderson’s 
University, the subjects including chemistry and mathematics. Harrison later attended the Glasgow 
Mechanics Institution where he won essay prizes in two successive years. As type-setters were better 
paid in London he moved into the printing trade there and after a short time was promoted to the 
position of “clicker” where, still only nineteen years old, he supervised the work and conduct of others.
After a year in London, he responded to an advertisement in the London Times seeking a compositer to 
work in Sydney, Australia.  Harrison’s application was successful and he arrived in what was then the 
State of Victoria in 1837.



In Sydney, Harrison worked for a number of publications, but in 1839 he sailed to Melbourne,
which had been settled only four years earlier and again followed his trade of printing. In 1840, he 
moved to Geelong where as Editor he helped establish the Geelong Advertiser. Over the next ten years 
or so Harrison became a pillar of the local community. The township grew in importance when in 1848 
Geelong became a Free Port.

The story of how Harrison came to take an interest in refrigeration is that he noticed the cooling effect of 
the evaporation of sulphuric ether while cleaning printer’s ink from type. He built and experimented 
with a closed refrigerating system and after improvement secured Victoria Patent 25 in 1855, followed 
by British Patents 747 in 1856 and then BP 749.  Returning to England he sought assistance from Siebe 
& Company, an experienced manufacturer of steam engines. Harrison secured another patent, BP 2362,
for machines for domestic use, for cooling brewers wort and for cooling houses and hospitals.

A small ice-making machine of � horsepower was made by Siebe and demonstrated in London, Paris 
and Vienna. Other machines went to Australia and one was sold to the brewery of Truman Hanbury & 
Buxton in London. A 10-hp Harrison-Siebe machine went on trial at 4 Red Lion Square in London, 
being fully reported in the Illustrated London News of 29 May, 1858, where it was viewed by Michael 
Faraday “who passed favourable comment.”

Harrison received a number of offers to purchase his patent but he objected to the imposed conditions. 
He had protracted negotiations with a prospective purchaser in France but these also came to nothing.

In August 1858, Harrison sailed back to Melbourne where he decided to set up an ice-making plant. It 
was not the success for which he had hoped.  In 1859, he founded the Victoria Ice Works in Melbourne, 
but a more significant event was when he placed an order with P N Russell & Company of Sydney to 
manufacture some of his Harrison-Siebe machines, forming a partnership with Russell. The partnership 
set up the Sydney Ice Company “to bring patent ice to Sydney for the first time.”  

Around 1860, the Glasgow, Thunder & Company installed a Harrison machine in their brewery located 
in Bendigo (now in New South Wales). In a brochure of 1861, Harrison claimed to have machines in 
operation in Liverpool, Algiers, Buenos Aires, Chile, Peru and Adelaide, in addition to those in Geelong 
and Sydney. He also claimed that his machine was “being introduced into Glasgow, Calcutta, Singapore, 
Bombay, Mauritius and on board the Indian steamers of the Peninsular & Oriental Company.” It seems 
the P&O ice-making plant was actually in Egypt and the steamers were provided with ice when docking 
there.

How successful his business really was is doubtful. By 1862, Harrison was in serious financial straits 
and sold his plant, name and franchise to Nicolle Dawson and the Wilkinson Brothers, but their only 
purpose was to remove Harrison’s machine as competition and promote their ammonia refrigerating 
machine. 

It appears that at the time of Harrison’s insolvency Daniel Siebe with H J West, in London, increased 
their interest in the machine and its future and went on to patent a number of improvements between 
1870 and 1874. Harrison himself patented improvements in 1874 and 1878.  In 1874, West said “there 
were fifty to sixty Harrison-Siebe machines manufactured by Siebe-West & Company in use in 
industry….”

Though he never made a fortune from his invention, Harrison had the satisfaction and prestige of 
knowing the Harrison-Siebe refrigerating machine won medals at London’s South Kensington 
International Exhibition in 1862, and at Vienna’s International Exhibition of 1873. These machines were 
also adopted as standard equipment for field hospitals in the British campaigns in Africa. The basic 
design remained unchanged until 1888.



In 1891, while in London, Harrison contracted a form of pleurisy and, after some 19 years in England, 
took the decision to return to the warmer climes of Australia. Harrison died in Point Henry, Geelong, on 
3 September 1893.

The Market Square, Geelong in 1856-57

The Siebe-Harrison refrigerating machine exhibited in 1851



James Harrison’s Patent No. 74 of 1856



Harrison-Siebe machine based on BP No. 2363 1857



The Harrison-Siebe ice-making machine



The 10-hp Harrison-Siebe machine on Public Exhibition at 4 Red Lion Square, London
Illustrated London News 29 May 1858



1860 model made by P N Russell & Company, Sydney
It shows the steam cylinder (right) with the drive to the compression cylinder (left)

The expansion device and the freezing tanks (evaporator) are omitted



Portrait of James Harrison {from dust jacket of W R (Roy) Lang’s biography}



Harrison’s Australian Patent NSW No. 36 of 1860 (similar to BP 2360)
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Appendix: Examples of Harrison’s Patents (Title pages)






